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SUMMARY

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are scalable, self-organizing, and adaptive to underlying topology
changes, thus being a promising infrastructure for hosting large-scale distributed applications. The
ever-wider use of DHT infrastructures has found more and more applications that require support for range
queries. Recently, a number of DHT-based range query schemes have been proposed. However, most of
them suffer from high query delay or imbalanced load distribution. To address these problems, in this paper
we first present an efficient indexing structure called Balanced Kautz (BK) tree that uniformly maps the
m-dimensional data space onto DHT nodes, and then propose a BK tree-based range query scheme called
ERQ that processes range queries in a parallel fashion and guarantees to return the results in a bounded
delay. In a DHT with N nodes, ERQ can answer any range of query in less than logN (2 log logN+1)
hops in a load-balanced manner, irrespective of the queried range, the whole space size, or the
number of queried attributes. The effectiveness of our proposals is demonstrated through experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, we see an increasing trend of hosting large-scale distributed systems in
networks organized by a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [1–3] model. DHTs are scalable, self-
organizing, and adaptive to underlying topology changes, thus being a promising infrastructure
for realizing efficient resource discovery and sharing. The basic functionality provided by DHTs
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is exact-match query, which might be enough for some simple applications. However, the ever-
wider use of DHT infrastructures has found more and more systems that require support for range
queries. For example, in the Internet RAM sharing system [4] a customer might wish to find RAM
providers satisfying ‘Memory ≥2GB’, and in the hotel booking system a customer might issue
queries like ‘$100≤ Rate ≤$200’.

Recently, a number of range query schemes have been proposed for DHT-based systems. One
important category of these is the layered schemes (e.g. [5–14]), which are built on top of existing
DHT infrastructures and do not need to modify the topology of DHTs. The layered design has a
number of methodological merits such as being easy to design, error isolation, and direct inheritance
of DHTs’ scalability and maintenance. However, since current layered schemes do not adapt the
behaviour of underlying DHTs to the requirement of range queries, they usually have inefficient
query performance and suffer from the following problems.

(1) In most proposed layered schemes, the query delay depends not only on the size of the
network (i.e. the number of nodes), but also on the properties of the query (such as the
queried range, the whole space size and the number of queried attributes). As a result,
the unpredictable query delay would affect many aspects such as synchronization and user
experience.

(2) In real environments the distribution of resource attributes is usually skewed and dynamic.
For example, in the Internet RAM sharing system [4] there are more RAM providers in
the range ‘0≤ Memory ≤1Gbyte’ than in the range ‘2Gbyte≤ Memory ≤3Gbyte’, and
the distribution might be varied as time evolves. However, many layered schemes lack the
capability of adaptive load balancing under dynamic load distribution changes.

To address these problems, in this paper we first present an efficient indexing structure called
Balanced Kautz (BK) tree based on the PHT [6] technique, and then propose a BK tree-based
Efficient Range Query (ERQ) scheme, guaranteeing to return the results in a bounded delay (defined
by Li et al. [5]) which is relevant only to the size of the network. ERQ is built on top of DLG-Kautz
(DK) [3], a high-performance constant-degree DHT. ERQ does not need to modify the underlying
DK infrastructure, and thus directly inherits the desirable properties of DK such as low diameter,
constant degree and efficient maintenance.

ERQ can answer any range query in less than logd N (2 logd logd N+1) hops in a load-balanced
manner, where N and d are the size and base of the underlying DHT, respectively. This is very
close to the asymptotic lower bound �(logd N ) [5] for range queries over constant-degree DHTs.
For example, in a network of 1 million (≈220) nodes with d=4, 2 logd logd N+1≈4.32 and the
query delay is guaranteed to less than 4.32 logd N ≈43.2 hops.

Till date the most relevant work to ERQ is Armada [5], a delay-bounded scheme that
supports range queries over the FissionE DHT [15]. The advantages of ERQ over Armada mainly
include the following: (i) Compared with Armada, ERQ can achieve adaptive load balancing
under dynamic load distribution changes; and (ii) ERQ can increase the base d to reduce the
delay, while keeping a relatively small maintenance overhead. In contrast, Armada can only have
a fixed base d=2.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminaries.
Section 3 presents the detailed design of BK tree and ERQ, followed by theoretical analysis
and extensive evaluations in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 discusses related work and
Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we first introduce the DK DHT on which the BK tree and ERQ are based, and then
present an overview of our range query scheme.

2.1. The DK DHT

DK is a Kautz [16] graph-based DHT that was proposed in our previous work [3]. Given the
average node out-degree d, DK is known to have the minimum network diameter (≤2 logd N )
among all the existing DHTs, making it a preferable infrastructure for designing layered range
query schemes.

Let Zd ={0,1,2, . . . ,d−1} be an alphabet of d letters. A Kautz string � of length k and base
d is defined as �=�1�2 . . .�k , where �i ∈ Zd+1 with 1≤ i≤k and � j �=� j+1 with 1≤ j≤k−1.
The Kautz name space K S(d,k) is the set that contains all Kautz strings of base d and length k.
The Kautz graph K (d,k) is a directed graph in which each node is labelled with a Kautz string
in K S(d,k) and has d out-neighbors: for each �∈ Zd+1 and � �=uk , node u=u1u2 . . .uk has one
out-edge to node u′ =u2u3 . . .uk� (denoted by u→u′). Figure 1(a) shows an example of Kautz
graph K (2,2). The routing path in a Kautz graph from node u=u1u2 . . .uk to node v=v1v2 . . .vk
is: u=u1u2 . . .uk →u2 . . .ukv1→·· ·→ukv1 . . .vk−1→v1v2 . . .vk =v.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Kautz graph K (2,2) and an example of the edge-node transition: (a) Kautz graph K (2,2); (b)
Delete ‘10’ and its edges; (c) Add notes ‘010’ and ‘210’; and (d) Add relevant edges.
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In a DK DHT with base d, node identifiers are Kautz strings with base d and the identifier
lengths might be different. Let |u| denote the identifier length of node u. DK utilizes a mechanism
called edge-node transition to deal with node joining/departure. For example, suppose that the
original topology of DK is as shown in Figure 1(a). When a new node p joins, it first looks for a
DK node u that satisfies |u|≤|v| for all the neighbors v of u. Let u=10 in this example and the
remaining processing is as follows: (i) Delete node u and all the edges of u, as shown in Figure 1(b);
(ii) Each in-edge of u in the original topology (21→10 and 01→10) turns into a node (210 for
p and 010 for u), as shown in Figure 1(c); and (iii) Add in-edges and out-edges for nodes u and
p, as shown in Figure 1(d).
By this means all nodes in DK dynamically form an approximate Kautz graph as shown in Figure

1(d) according to their identifiers. Each node has d out-neighbors: node u=u1u2 . . .um has one
out-neighbor ut . . .u2u3 . . .um�(1≤ t≤3) for each �∈ Zd+1 and � �=um . The routing path from a
node u=u1u2 . . .um to another node v=v1v2 . . .vn in DK is: u=u1u2 . . .um →urur+1 . . .umv1→
utut+1 . . .umv1v2→ . . .→v1v2 . . .vn =v.

2.2. Overview

We model a resource S with m attributes in terms of an m-dimensional data point. For example,
consider a RAM sharing system with two attributes: the CPU frequency (CPU) and the memory
capacity (Memory). All possible RAM provider instances are represented by data points which
form a two-dimensional data space D, and a specific provider corresponds to a data point in D. A
customer might lookup RAM providers satisfying ‘CPU ≥ 1GHz &Memory ≥ 2GB’, which is a
typical range query.

The main advantage provided by the layered design is that the underlying DHT eases the burden
of dealing with topology maintenance and message routing. Thus, we need only to focus on the
query-related issues, i.e. load-balanced mapping and delay-bounded searching.

In the mapping phase, the RAM resources are mapped onto nodes by the following operations.
(i) Map the multi-attribute data points to a one-dimensional curve; and (ii) Map the curve to the
nodes organized by a BK tree. For example, suppose that the RAM sharing system is deployed
in a network as shown in Figure 1(a) and node 21 is a RAM provider with attributes ‘Memory
=2GB & CPU =1.5GHz’. After this phase, the information would be published to a specific
node, say node 10, together with the provider address ‘ProviderID =21’.

In the searching phase, the query node issues a range query. The query is propagated along the
BK tree in a parallel fashion, where an on-the-fly space pruning mechanism is adopted to reduce
the processing cost. For example, suppose that in the network as shown in Figure 1(a) node 02
wants to lookup RAM providers satisfying ‘CPU ≥ 1GHz &Memory ≥ 2GB’. This phase would
propagate the query to node 10 and return the result (‘ProviderID =21’).

3. DESIGN

In this section we present the detailed design, including the BK tree indexing structure and the
query processing algorithm ERQ, of our scheme.

3.1. BK tree-based load-balanced mapping

This subsection in turn presents (i) the linearization method of multi-attribute values, (ii) the BK
tree indexing structure, and (iii) the BK tree-based load-balanced mapping algorithm.
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3.1.1. Mapping data onto a Z-curve. Range queries can be classified into single-attribute queries
and multi-attribute queries [5]. Considering the hash function of DK destroys the original order
relationship (either ‘<’ or ‘>’) between attribute values, we process both two kinds of range
queries in a unified way by linearizing the multi-attribute values to a one-dimensional Z-curve
[17–20], the procedure of which is described as follows.

Suppose that a data point X has m attributes Xi = xi with 0≤ i<m, and X is denoted as a vector
X=<x0, x1, . . . , xm−1>. Let the entire interval of attribute Xi be xi(min)≤ Xi<xi(max), denoted as
Xi ∈ [xi(min), xi(max)). We first use a k-digit base d number xi ’ to normalize xi as:

x ′
i =

⌊
(dk −1)×(xi −xi(min))

(xi(max)−xi(min))

⌋
. (1)

Clearly x ′
i satisfies 0≤ x ′

i<dk . By (1) each data point x is normalized to a new point in an m-
dimensional hypercube space {[0,dk), [0,dk), . . . , [0,dk)}. Therefore, without the loss of generality,
in the following we would simply assume that the entire range of each dimension has been
normalized into [0,dk), i.e. for each data point X=<x0, x1, . . . , xm−1> we have 0≤ xi<dk with
0≤ i<m.

Definition 1
Suppose that a data point X has m attributes, namely Xi = xi with 0≤ i<m. Let xi be a k-digit
base d integer xi0xi1 . . .xi(k−1), then

Z(X )= x00x10 . . . x(m−1)0x01x11 . . . x(m−1)1 . . . x0(k−1)x1(k−1) . . . x(m−1)(k−1) (2)

is called Z-mapping from the m-dimensional space to a one-dimensional Z-curve, and Z(X ) is
called Z-address.

This definition can be viewed as a variation of the Z-order curve [17–20]. Clearly Z(X ) is a
km-digit base d number and satisfies 0≤ Z(X )<dkm . Then, the m-dimensional normalized space is
mapped into a one-dimensional Z-curve with range [0,dkm ), and by (2) a data point X is mapped
to a unique integer Z(X ) on the Z-curve.

Let d=2, m=2 and k=3. Figure 2 depicts an example of a Z-curve with two data points
X=<2, 4>=<010, 100> and Y =<5, 6>=<101, 110>. By (2) we have Z(X )=011000=24
and Z(Y )=110110=54. Clearly, the Z-address calculation is reversible, and thus the original
coordinate can be recovered from its corresponding Z-address.

3.1.2. BK tree design. Many algorithms have been proposed, such as ID selection [21], virtual
servers [22], and item balancing [23], to support load-balanced data mapping in DHTs. But these
algorithms can neither generate the Kautz strings required by DK nor guarantee to return the
results in a bounded delay. This section proposes an efficient indexing structure for addressing
these problems.

Intuitively, a simple way for mapping the Z-curve onto nodes is to uniformly and statically map
the Z-curve onto Kautz space and then assign the Kautz space to DK nodes. Figure 3(a) shows
an example of such mapping from the Z-curve (shown in Figure 2) onto KS(2,2), where the range
[0,64) are equally divided into six shares and assigned to the six Kautz strings.

However, this intuitive mapping is independent of the load distribution and thus cannot
handling load imbalance issues. To address this problem, we borrow the idea of dynamic
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Figure 2. Example of a Z -curve.

(a)

(b)

NULL
[0, 8), [0, 8)

KHash(0)
[0, 4), [0, 8) [4, 8), [0, 8)

KHash(1)

KHash(000)
[0, 2), [0, 4)

KHash(001)
[2, 4), [0, 4)

KHash(01)
[0, 4), [4, 8)

KHash(100)
[4, 6), [0, 4)

KHash(101)
[6, 8), [0, 4)

KHash(11)
[4, 8), [4, 8)

[0, 4), [0, 4)
KHash(00) KHash(10)

[4, 8), [0, 4)

(c)

Figure 3. Examples of Z -curve mapping and BK tree: (a) static mapping; (b) dynamic mapping; and (c)
example of a BK tree.

mapping from the PHT technique [6] and adopt the PHT technique to assign load among
nodes in the DK network. For example, if there are more data points in the range [0,32)
than in [32,64) on the Z-curve, the mapping would be dynamically adjusted and the range
[0,32) is mapped onto more Kautz strings as shown in Figure 3(b). This balanced indexing
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structure for mapping data onto DK nodes is referred to as BK tree and is described
as follows.

A node (including inner nodes and leaves) in a BK tree represents an m-dimensional space
S and corresponds to a string p that is a common prefix of Z(P), where P represents all
possible data points in S. The node will be labelled as s=KHash(p), the Kautz hash value [3] of
string p.

The root at layer 0 represents the whole m-dimensional space 0≤ Xi<dk with 0≤ i<m, which is
denoted as [0,dk)m . The root corresponds to a null string, thus being labelled as ‘NULL’. Suppose
that a node A at layer h corresponds to a common prefix p and is labelled as KHash(p). Then
A represents a multi-attribute value space that consists of all data points Y , which satisfy p is a
prefix of Z(Y ). We also say that node A represents prefix p.

Each node in the tree has 0 or d children. If node A has d children, say nodes B j with 0≤ j<d,
then node B j will correspond to the concatenation of string p and letter j (denoted as p◦ j ) and
is labelled as KHash(p◦ j ). Note that node B j corresponds to a prefix one more digit than p.
Let i =h mod m, then the i th-dimension of the data space represented by node A is divided into
d equal shares, each of which is assigned to children B j . The intervals of other d−1 attributes
Xi ′(i ′ �= i) represented by the children of node A are the same as that represented by A. Figure 3(c)
shows an example of a 4-layer BK tree with base d=2. The root represents a two-dimensional
space [0, 8)2. In the following we will use the term tree node (including inner node or leaf) to
represent a node in the tree, and use the term DK node (node for short) to represent a real node
in the DK DHT.

Suppose that a tree node R represents an m-dimensional data space S and the corresponding
common prefix p. R is emulated by the DK node that is responsible for the label s=KHash(p)
according to the following policy. Let the DK node be u=u1u2 . . .um and suppose that s= s1s2 . . .sn .
Define M(u,s) as the maximum value of all integers i(0≤ i ≤min(m,n)) that satisfy um−i+ j = s j
for any j (0≤ j≤ i). For example, M(10121,012120)=4, M(10121,12120)=3. The tree node R
is emulated by a DK node u, if and only if

M(u,s)=|u| or M(u,s)=|u|−1∧u1 = s∗, (3)

where s∗ = sn if sn �=u2, or s∗ = sn−1 if sn =u2.
Note that simple prefix (or suffix) matching policies, e.g. policies adopted in [15, 24], do not

work here. We discuss the reason, as well as the correctness of our proposed policy, in the extended
version of this paper [25]. In the following we will use r (x) to denote the DK node that emulates
the tree node with label x . E.g. suppose that the current topology of DK is as shown in Figure
1(d), and node u=010, u′ =210, label t=010201 and s=101202. Then r (t)=u, i.e. the tree
node of t is emulated by u, since M(u, t)=3=|u|; and r (s)=u’ since M(u′,s)=2=|u|−1 and
sn =2=u′

2∧sn =2=u′
1.

3.1.3. Mapping Z-curve onto the BK tree. A data point is assigned to a leaf in the BK tree that
represents the space containing the point. A leaf contains at mostMAX points to limit the maximum
load of a node. If a leaf, say A, contains more than MAX points since new points are mapped
onto it, node A will generate d children as described above and divide its load to its d children
according to their Z-mapping values: a point X will be assigned to the child that corresponds to a
prefix of Z(X ). Then, A will contain no points and it will turn into an inner node. Moreover, node
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A will add d links to its routing table, each of which points to a child. This algorithm (named
Z-Hash) is summarized as follows.

Procedure Z Hash(DataPoint X)
01 z= Z(X ); // Get the key by Z-Hash
02 Get the corresponding leaf (A) and string (s) of z;
03Map X onto A;
04 n = NoOfPoints(A); // How many points in A
05 if (n>MAX ) { // Overflow ?
06 Generate d new children for A;
07 Add links from A to its d children;
08 Get the length (l) of string s;
09 for each Y ∈ Point (A) { // Reallocate points
10 j = Z(Y )l+1 // Get the (l+1)th digit
11 B= s◦ j // B is a child of A
12Move Y from A to B;
13 return;

All resource providers periodically invoke the procedure and a provider is considered failed
when the leaf node can no longer receive any messages from its provider. If the total number of
points of the d children is less than MAX they will move their points to their parent A and A
will again become a leaf node, the procedure of which can be viewed as a counterpart of the split
procedure (Lines 7–13) and is omitted here.

Note that Line 6 guarantees that there are no nodes containing more than MAX data points,
and thus we could achieve load-balanced mapping even if there exist dynamic load distribution
changes. We will further discuss the load-balancing property of the BK tree through experiments
in Section 5.

3.2. Delay-bounded range query processing

Suppose that the queried range is x (1)i ≤ Xi<x (2)i with 0≤ i<m, and is denoted as [X (1), X (2))

with X (1)=<x (1)i > and X (2)=<x (2)i >. Let Zmin= Z(X (1)), Zmax= Z(X (2)), and let ComPrefix
(Zmin, Zmax) denote the common prefix of Zmin and Zmax. In order to realize delay-bounded range
query processing in the BK tree, the query processing of ERQ consists of two phases, namely, (i)
locating the representing node A for ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax), and (ii) searching down the BK tree
from A.

3.2.1. Locating the representing node. Let ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax)= z1z2 . . . zp . Then there are
p+1 possible strings to be a prefix of z1z2 . . . zp , namely, z1z2 . . . zp , z1z2 . . . zp−1, . . . , z1 and null.
An intuitive method to locate the representing node is to travel a bottom-up path along the BK
tree, i.e. r (KHash(z1z2 . . . zp))→r (KHash(z1z2 . . . zp−1))→ . . ., until it finds a tree node. However,
clearly in this way the tree root tends to be a performance bottleneck when there are large amounts
of queries.
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To address this problem, ERQ utilizes a variation of the binary search algorithm as follows. Let
a=�p/d, the query node first issues d queries to check whether some of the d DK nodes, namely,
r (KHash(z1z2 . . . za)), r (KHash(z1z2 . . . z2a)), . . . ,r (KHash(z1z2 . . . z(d−1)a), r (KHash(z1z2 . . . zda)),
exist in the network. If so, the node with the maximum identifier length will be the repre-
senting node for ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax) and the first phase is finished. Otherwise, Let b=�a/d
and the query node will start a similar procedure to check whether some of the d nodes,
namely, r (KHash(z1z2 . . . zb)), r (KHash(z1z2 . . . z2b)), . . . ,r (KHash(z1z2 . . . zdb)), exist. By parity
of reasoning, this algorithm ensures that the representing node for ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax) can be
found in at most log p≤ logd logd N steps. The above algorithm is referred to as d-Search and
summarized as follows.

Procedure d-Search(Min X(1), Max X(2))

01 Get the length (p) of the common prefix of Z(X (1)) and Z(X (2));
02 tmp= p; // Cache the value
03 for (i =0; i<= log p; i++) { // At most loglogN
04 a=�tmp/d; // d times smaller
05 TestSet = {z1z2 . . . za, z1z2 . . . z2a, . . . , z1z2 . . . zda};
06 for each string ∈ Testset { // Simultaneously
07 s= KHash(string); // Get Kautz string
08 if ((A = RouteTo(s))!= NULL) {
09 return A; } }
10 tmp=a; } // Prepare next loop
11 return NULL; // Find nothing

Note that if the network bandwidth allows checking all possible strings simultaneously, ERQ
can locate the representing node for ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax) in one step. On the contrary, if the
bandwidth is limited that ERQ can only check all possible strings one by one, this phase can be
finished in at most p≤ logd N steps.

3.2.2. Parallel searching with on-the-fly pruning. After finding the representing node
(say node A) for ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax), if A is a leaf node, then ERQ can easily finish the
processing at A. Otherwise ERQ needs to perform a top-down search along the BK tree from the
inner node A.

By Corollary 1 (presented in the next section), for any subinterval [X (1), X (2)) in the m-
dimensional space the corresponding interval of the Z-mapping might be only a subset of
[Z(X (1)), Z(X (2))). Therefore, from an inner node, say node B, an on-the-fly space pruning
mechanism can be conducted as follows. (i) For each child of B, say node C , check whether
its represented space intersects with the queried range. (ii) If there are some intersections,
then the query will be sent to child C; Otherwise C and its sub-tree will not be queried
any more.
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The complete algorithm for range query processing in ERQ (called ERQ-Search) is summarized
as follows. We would discuss the delay and cost of this algorithm through theoretical analysis and
experimental evaluations in Sections 4 and 5.

Procedure ERQ-Search(Min X(1), Max X(2))
01 A=d-Search(X (1), X (2)); // The first phase
02 if (A==NULL) {return; } // Range query fails
03 if (A is a leaf node) { // All points are here
04 Search locally return; } // Search locally
05 Prune(A, X (1), X (2)); // The 2nd phase
06 return;
Procedure Prune(Node B, Min X(1), Max X(2))
01 if (B is a leaf node) {
02 Search locally return; } // Search locally
03 else { // Inner node
04 Get the length (len) of Node B’s string;
05 for each C ∈ Children(B) {
06 if (Check(C , len, X (1), X (2)) ) {
07 Prune(C , X (1), X (2)); } } } // New prune search
08 return;

4. ANALYSIS

This section in turn analyzes the properties of Z-mapping, query delay, and processing cost in
ERQ. We first introduce the following definitions proposed by References [5, 19].

For two data points X=<x0, x1 . . .xm−1> and Y =<y0, y1, . . . , ym−1>, we say that X is smaller
than Y (denoted as ‘X<Y ’) if and only if xi ≤ yi for each 0≤ i<m.

Definition 2
Suppose that F is a surjection function from an m-dimensional space D to a 1-dimensional space
E . F is order-preserving, if and only if for any two data points X and Y in D, if X<Y , then
F(X )<F(Y ).

Definition 3
Suppose that F is an ordering–preserving function from an m-dimensional space D to a 1-
dimensional space E . F is interval-preserving, if and only if for any subinterval [X (1), X (2)) of D,
the corresponding interval of F is [F(X (1)), F(X (2))).

The following Corollary 1 presents the properties of Z-mapping.

Corollary 1
The Z-mapping is interval-preserving if m=1; Otherwise the Z-mapping is order-preserving, but
not interval-preserving.
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Since Z-mapping is a variation of the Z-order curve, this corollary can be derived by analogy
with similar Z-curve properties in References [5, 19, 20] and detailed proof is omitted here due to
lack of space, which can be found in the extended version of this paper [25].

The following theorem gives the upper bound for the range query delay in ERQ.

Theorem 1
Any range queries in ERQ can be answered in less than logd N (2 logd logd N+1) hops, where N
and d are the size and base of the DK DHT, respectively.

Proof
Let the queried range be [X (1), X (2)). Let Zmin= Z(X (1)), Zmax= Z(X (2)). As described before, the
d-Search algorithm can locate the tree node representing ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax) within at most
logd p≤ logd logd N steps.

The diameter of DK is less than 2 logd N [3], thus one step corresponds to at most 2 logd N
DHT hops and the delay (D1) of the first phase (locating) satisfies

D1≤2 logd N logd logd N. (4)

On the other hand, since the height of a BK tree is at most logd N and for each branch in the tree
there is a link, the delay (D2) of the second pruning phase satisfies

D2< logd N. (5)

By (1) and (2), the delay (D) of any range queries in ERQ satisfies

D< logd N (2 logd logd N+1). (6)

This completes the proof. �

From this theorem it is easy to see that ERQ guarantees to return the results within a bounded
delay, which is only relevant to the size of the network but independent of the queried range, the
whole space size or the number of queried attributes. This delay is very close to the asymptotic
lower bound �(logd N ) [5] for range queries over constant-degree DHTs.

The following theorem gives the average message cost of single-attribute range query processing
in ERQ.

Theorem 2
The average message cost of single-attribute range query processing in ERQ is no more than
O(logd N logd logd N+�N ), where N and d are, respectively, the size and base of the DHT, and
� represents the ratio of the queried range to the entire interval.

Proof
Let the queried range be S= [X (1), X (2)). Let Zmin= Z(X (1)), Zmax= Z(X (2)). By Corollary 1, for
Z(X ) and any two values X and Y in S, if X<Y then Z(X )<Z(Y ); and for S the corresponding
interval of Z is [Z(X (1)), Z(X (2))).

Therefore, the range query for S is equal to searching a set of neighboring tree nodes, which
represent a consecutive interval [Z(X (1)), Z(X (2))).

As discussed in the proof of Theorem 1, the delay of the first phase (locating) is no more than
2 logd N logd logd N , and thus the cost (C1) of the first phase satisfies

C1≤2d logd N logd logd N. (7)
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Suppose that the BK tree has k layers. On average we have k= logd N . Suppose that the tree node
representing ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax) is at layer h. Then in the second phase (pruning search) all the
message forwarding paths can be approximated as a k−h layer base-d tree, in which the number
of tree nodes is equal to the cost (C2) of the second phase. Clearly, C2 satisfies

C2≈1+d+d2+·· ·+dk−h = dk−h+1−1

d−1
. (8)

Since the ratio of the queried range size to the entire interval is �, on average there are �N nodes
involved in representing the interval [Z(X (1)), Z(X (2))). Thus we have

k−h≈ logd �N. (9)

By (4) ∼ (6), it is easy to infer that the average cost is no more than O(logd N logd logd N+�N )
messages, and this completes the proof. �

From this theorem we conclude that the average cost of single-attribute range query processing
in ERQ is close to the asymptotic lower bound �(logN )+�N [5]. We will evaluate the average
cost of multi-attribute range queries through experiments in the next section.

5. EVALUATION

5.1. Methodology

We evaluate various aspects of ERQ by modifying the DK simulator. Among the well-known
layered range query schemes, only Armada [5], PlaceLab [6] and directed controlled flooding
(DCF)-CAN [7] (see Section 6) can support multi-attribute range queries over constant-degree
DHTs. Since the performance of PlaceLab is much worse than others [5], we only compare ERQ
with Armada and DCF-CAN.

There are four configurable parameters involved in our experiments, namely, the network size
(N ), the size of the whole space (S), the ratio of the queried range to the entire interval in each
dimension (�), and the number of queried attributes (m). In our experiments,

• The network size is varied from 1000 to 10 000;
• The entire interval in each dimension in the data space is [0, 1000);
• The ratio is varied from 0.01 to 0.4; and
• The number of attributes is set to 1 (for single-attribute queries) and 6 (for multi-attribute
queries).

In the remainder of this section we vary these parameters one at a time, and in turn evaluate the
query delay, query processing cost, BK tree maintenance overhead, and load-balancing property
of ERQ. The experiment for each property is repeated at least 1000 times.

5.2. Query delay

We first evaluate the average delay of single-attribute range queries in ERQ, Armada and DCF-
CAN, as a function of the network size. ERQ, Armada and DCF-CAN are designed on top of DK
[3], FissionE [15] and CAN [2], respectively. In these underlying DHTs, the base (d) of DK and
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CAN can be set to any integer (≥2), while the base of FissionE can only be 2. In our experiments
the base for ERQ and DCF-CAN is set to d=2 and d=4, and the base for Armada is set to d=2.

In each experiment we randomly select a node to initiate a range query. The queried range is
randomly selected from [0, 1000) with a fixed ratio �=0.02. The network size (N ) is varied from
1000 to 10 000. The results are shown in Figure 4(a).

Our conclusion for this figure is two-fold. First, the query delay of ERQ is considerably less
than that of DCF-CAN when they have the same base. This is mainly because ERQ and DCF-CAN
have different delay functions (O(logd N logd logd N ) and O(N1/d ), respectively) of the network
size. Second, the query delay of ERQ is little greater than that of Armada when d=2, but ERQ
outperforms Armada when d=4. This result proves the second advantage of ERQ over Armada
(discussed in Section 1), that is, ERQ benefits from the configurable base of its underlying DK
DHT, in contrast Armada can only have a fixed base d=2. Note that (although not shown in this
figure) ERQ can adopt a larger base d to further reduce the delay, and the effect would become
more pronounced for considerably large values of the network size (such as millions of nodes).

We also evaluate the average delay of multi-attribute range queries with m=6. The ratio in
each dimension is set to �=0.2. Other parameters (N , S, and d) are the same as the previous

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Average query delay of ERQ (m=1,m=6), Armada and DCF-CAN.
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experiment. Since DCF-CAN cannot support multi-attribute range queries, only ERQ and Armada
are evaluated in this experiment. The results are shown in Figure 4(b). From this figure we can
deduce similar conclusions to the above-mentioned single-attribute case shown in Figure 4(a).

We then evaluate the impact of the queried range ratio (beta) on the single-attribute query delay
in ERQ, Armada and DCF-CAN. The base for ERQ is set to d=2 and d=4, respectively. The
network size (N ) is fixed at 2000, and the ratio is varied from 0.01 to 0.4. The results are shown
in Figure 5(a).

From this figure we observe that the query delay of ERQ almost keeps a constant regardless
of the ratio (�). Thus, we conclude the queried range ratio affects little the performance of ERQ,
which demonstrates ERQ’s delay-bounded property. Again ERQ benefits from the configurable
base and outperforms Armada when adopting base d=4.

We also evaluate the impact of the queried range ratio (�) on the multi-attribute query delay
in ERQ and Armada. The number of attributes is set to m=6 and the network size (N ) is fixed
at 6000. Other parameters (�, S, and d) are the same as the previous experiment. The results are

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Impact of queried range ratio (�) on the query delay of ERQ, Armada and DCF-CAN.
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shown in Figure 5(b). From this figure we can deduce similar conclusions to the single-attribute
case shown in Figure 5(a).

5.3. Query processing cost

In this subsection we first evaluate the average processing cost of single-attribute query in ERQ,
as a function of the network size, and compare it with Armada and DCF-CAN. The queried range
ratio is set to �=0.02. The base for ERQ is set to d=4. The network size (N ) is varied from
1000 to 10 000. The results are shown in Figure 6(a).

Our conclusion for this figure is two-fold. First, from this figure we observe that the average cost
of ERQ increases slowly with the network size, which illustrates ERQ can efficiently processing
queries with a low overhead. Second, the average cost of ERQ is always less than that of Armada
and DCF-CAN. This is mainly because ERQ’s BK tree has fewer levels compared with Armada’s
forwarding tree, which demonstrates ERQ’s advantage of the configurable base d.

We also evaluate the average processing cost of multi-attribute query in ERQ and Armada. The
number of attributes is set to m=6 and the queried range ratio is set to �=0.2. Other parameters

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Average query processing cost of ERQ (m=1,m=6), Armada and DCF-CAN.
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(N , S, and d) are the same as the previous experiment. The results are shown in Figure 6(b). From
this figure we can deduce similar conclusions to the single-attribute case shown in Figure 6(a).

We then evaluate the impact of the queried range ratio (�) on the processing cost of single-
attribute query in ERQ, Armada and DCF-CAN. The base for ERQ is set to d=2 and d=4,
respectively. The network size (N ) is fixed at 2000, and the ratio (beta) in all dimensions is
simultaneously varied from 0.01 to 0.4. The results are shown in Figure 7(a).

From this figure we observe that ERQ again outperforms Armada and DCF-CAN. This is mainly
due to the lower BK tree and the less number of involved nodes.

We also evaluate the impact of the queried range ratio (�) on the processing cost of multi-
attribute query in ERQ and Armada. The number of attributes is set to m=6 and the network size
(N ) is fixed to 6000. Other parameters (�, S, and d) are the same as the previous experiment.
The results are shown in Figure 7(b). From this figure we observe that the processing cost of
ERQ increases nearly exponentially with the queried range ratio (�), which is mainly because the
number of nodes involved in the queried range is exponential to �.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Impact of queried range ratio (�) on the query processing cost of ERQ, Armada and DCF-CAN.
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Figure 8. Average node degree of the BK tree.

5.4. BK tree maintenance overhead

In order to achieve load-balanced service publication, we designed the BK tree by emulating the
PHT structure in DK. In this subsection we evaluate the maintenance overhead of the BK tree as
a function of the network size.

As in References [1–3], we use the average node degree for the measurement of maintenance
overhead. In our experiments, the base is set to d=2 and d=4, respectively, and the number of
attributes is set to m=1. There are 600 000 random data points uniformly distributed in the entire
data space [0, 1000). The network size is varied from 1000 to 10 000. The results are shown in
Figure 8.

From this figure we observe that the average node degree in the BK tree almost keeps a constant,
irrespective of the number of nodes in the network. The reason is that in our experiments the
average degree of the underlying DK DHT and the branching factor of the BK tree are both
constants, which decide the average node degree in the BK tree to be a constant. Since a node
might correspond to several tree nodes in the BK tree, the experimental average degree is not
exactly equal to a constant.

5.5. Load balancing

An important advantage of ERQ over Armada is that ERQ has a better load-balancing property
than Armada under dynamic load distribution changes. Here the load of a node is defined as the
number of data points on that node. We evaluate the dynamic load-balancing property of ERQ
and compare it with Armada. In our experiments, the base and the number of attributes are set to
d=4 and m=1, respectively. The network size is fixed at 2000, and there are 600 000 random
data points that follow specific distribution functions as described below.

At first, all the data points are distributed in the one-dimensional space by following a uniform
distribution. In ERQ the points are published onto nodes according to the Z-Hash algorithm
as described in Section 3.1, while in Armada the points are published with a probability-based
load-balancing mechanism called POBM by using the Newton interpolation method [26]. POBM
requires prior knowledge about the load distribution to get a balanced load distribution. Experiments
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Figure 9. Load-balancing property.

show that at this point both ERQ and Armada can uniformly distribute the load, and the detailed
results are omitted here due to lack of space.

Then, we change to adopt a Zipf distribution with the PDF function �(x)=c×a−x , where a=2.5
and c is a normalized constant. Clearly, the load becomes skewed both in ERQ and in Armada.
However, ERQ can dynamically move the load between nodes and then recover to the balanced
state, while Armada cannot adapt to the dynamic change of load distributions. We calculate the
number of data points on each node, sort the nodes in an increasing load order, and respectively,
calculate the total load of the first 10,20, . . . ,90, and 100% nodes. The results are shown in
Figure 9.

From this figure we can see that in ERQ the load distributes almost uniformly among the nodes,
while in Armada the load distribution among nodes is obviously skewed. This result proves the
first advantage of ERQ over Armada (discussed in Section 1): ERQ inherits the load-balancing
property from the PHT technique even if there are dynamic load distribution changes.

6. RELATED WORK

DHT-based range query schemes could be classified into two categories, namely, layered schemes
and customized schemes. The layered schemes refer to the ones that are layered over existing
DHTs and do not need to modify the topology or behaviour of underlying DHTs. In contrast, the
customized schemes refer to the ones that have a clean-slate design of the underlying DHTs, which
are tightly coupled with their query processing methods.

6.1. Layered schemes

Squid [8] provides range query functionality based on Chord [1]. Squid uses a space-filling curve
(SFC) [27] to map data points to nodes and performs range queries by searching SFC clusters
recursively. The query delay of Squid is about O(h×logN ), where h is related to the depth of
SFC clusters and the specific query. Gupta et al. [9] proposes a probabilistic scheme that uses
locality sensitive hashing to support single-attribute range queries on Chord. SCRAP [10] uses
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the SFC to support multi-attribute range queries on Skip graph, but its query delay remains to
be O(logN+n). March et al. [11] focuses on Chord-based multi-attribute range query processing
over read-only DHTs. SkipNet [12] is a DHT that directly supports single-attribute range queries
based on skip graphs [28] and has a query delay of O(logN+n), where n is the queried range size.
Family tree [13] and Rainbow skip graph [14] are both constant-degree overlays that can support
single-attribute range queries. Family tree combines the techniques of Viceroy [24] and SkipNet,
and has an average range query delay of O(logN+n) and a delay bound of O(log2 N+n) with
high probability. Rainbow skip graph is an adaptation of the Skip graph and has a range query
delay of O(logN ) with high probability.

Among the well-known layered multi-attribute range query schemes, only Armada [5], PlaceLab
[6], and DCF-CAN [7] are built on top of constant-degree DHTs.

Armada [5] is a delay-bounded range query scheme based on the FissionE DHT [15]. Armada
can return the results for any range query within 2 log2 N hops in a network of N nodes, with
an average processing cost of O(log2 N ). As shown in Section 5, however, the fixed base d=2
prevents Armada from further reducing the query delay even if the bandwidth allows a larger
base. Moreover, Armada utilizes historical statistical information to predict the load distribution,
inevitably inducing inaccuracy problems under dynamic load changes, which are common in
real Internet applications. Reference [19] proposes A-FissionE (an improvement of FissionE for
handling churn) and designs MR-FissionE on top of A-FissionE. MR-FissionE is a variation of
Armada and supports multi-attribute range queries with delay of O(log2 N ). Armada and MR-
FissionE can be viewed as the preliminary work of this paper. ERQ outperforms them in query
delay, query cost, maintenance overhead and load balancing, mainly because (i) it is built based
on the DK network that has the lowest diameter among all the existing DHTs, and (ii) it directly
inherits the load balancing property from the PHT technique.

DCF-CAN [7] uses CAN [2] as the underlying DHT. When a node P invokes a range query
[l,u) in DCF-CAN, it first routes the query to the node in charge of the median value, i.e. (l+u)/2,
and then starts two ‘waves’ of propagation. In the first wave, the current node propagates the query
only to the neighbors that intersect the query and have a ‘higher’ interval than the current node.
Then, the current node propagates the query to the neighbors with a ‘lower’ interval. The DCF
mechanism can achieve a good tradeoff between query delay and overhead. DCF-CAN can only
support single-attribute range queries.

Chawathe et al. proposed PlaceLab [6], which adopted the PHT structure to support range
queries in a DHT. The PHT structure is a prefix hash tree in which leaf nodes are keys and each
internal node corresponds to a distinct prefix, which is emulated by the tree. The BK tree differs
from the PHT structure mainly in two aspects: (i) the BK tree node labels are Kautz strings; and
(ii) the inner nodes have direct DK links to its children. PlaceLab achieves good load balancing by
branching the leaves where attribute values are densely populated. However, each hop in the tree
in PlaceLab corresponds to a DHT routing, and the diameter and average degree of the underlying
DHT of PlaceLab are both O(logN ). Thus, the query delay in PlaceLab is about O2(logN ).
Recently Tang and Zhou proposed LHT [29] that redesigned the indexing scheme of PHT to reduce
the maintenance overhead. LHT and PHT have similar range query delay.

6.2. Customized schemes

Mercury [30] and SWORD [31] support multi-attribute range queries by indexing the data set
along each individual attribute. Liu et al. [32] propose NR-tree, which extends R∗-tree index to
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support range queries and k-nearest neighbor queries in super-peer P2P systems; P-tree [33] builds
specific P2P networks to support range queries based on B+-tree. Brushwood [34] and Znet [35]
modified SkipNet [12] and provide the multi-attribute range query functionality on skip graphs.
Since customized range query schemes require a clean-slate design of underlying DHTs which
are complicated and error-prone, our ERQ has an obvious methodological advantages over these
schemes.

Aspnes et al. [36] and Ganesan et al. [37] propose mechanisms to improve the load balance of
range queries. Sahin et al. [38] present a scheme for caching range queries. VBI-Tree [39] builds
a framework based on a binary balanced tree structure to support both point queries and range
queries efficiently. Skip-webs [40] improve randomized distributed data structures and present a
framework for designing efficient distributed data structures for single-attribute or multi-attribute
range queries. However, all the above methods are designed for customized schemes which need
to make specific modifications to the underlying P2P networks.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper first presents an efficient indexing structure called BK tree that uniformly maps the
m-dimensional data space onto DHT nodes, and then proposes a BK tree-based range query scheme
called ERQ that processes range queries in a parallel fashion and guarantees to return the results
in a bounded delay.

ERQ shows that the BK tree is an efficient indexing structure for distributed complex queries.
So, in the future we would extend ERQ to support other BK tree-based complex queries, such
as top-k queries, skyline queries, and nearest neighbor queries. On the other hand, in this paper
ERQ utilizes the d-Search algorithm to locate the representing node for the common prefix
ComPrefix(Zmin, Zmax). It would be interesting to develop an adaptive algorithm to automati-
cally adjust its search patterns (one-by-one, d-Search, or fully-parallel search) according to the
bandwidth limitation.
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